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Abstract. The Dendritic Cell Algorithm (DCA) is inspired by the function of the dendritic cells of the
human immune system. In nature, dendritic cells are the intrusion detection agents of the human body,
policing the tissue and organs for potential invaders in the form of pathogens. This paper describes biological
mechanisms of dendritic cells, presents the principle of DCA and its development, introduces the applications
of DCA in intrusion detection field, assesses the performance of DCA with other similar methods based on
standard KDD 99 data-set, and points out some problems of DCA.
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1. Introduction
Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) are computer systems inspired by Human Immune System (HIS), which
are applied to solve real world problems. Since AIS are designed through mimicking the detection mechanism
for intruders, obvious Intrusion Detection can be the principal applications of AIS. Currently, the major AIS
encompass two different types of immune inspired algorithms, Negative Selection Algorithm (NSA) and
Clonal Selection Algorithm (CSA), and which have solved some problems in the past decade [1, 2, 3, 4]. But
there are still numerous problems exists, such as scaling issues, detector coverage problems and the generation
of excessive undesirable false positives [5, 6]. In response to this situation, Matzinger put forward Danger
Theory (DT) in 1994, and the focus of AIS began to shift from the adaptive immune system mechanism study
to the innate immune system [7]. In 2003, Aickelin et al. outlined a project named “danger theory” which
describes the application of a novel immunological theory, the DT to Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) [8].
In 2005, Greensmith et al. design and implement the DCA for intrusion detection according to the mechanism
of dendritic cell of HIS [9].
In this paper, we introduce the principle and applications of DCA, generalize the development of DCA,
and discuss some problems of DCA from theoretically and technically. Our major contributions are firstly we
review the principle and application of DCA; secondly we compare the DCA with some other AIS algorithms
and analyze the DCA from theoretically and technically; and finally we discuss some possible improvement of
DCA for intrusion detection.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce the danger theory and compare with
traditional strategy of AIS. In section 3 we discuss the bio-mechanism of dendritic cell of HIS, the design and
implement of DCA, and the development of DCA. In section 4 we enumerate some typical applications of
DCA for intrusion detection. In section 5 we compare the DCA with some other method of AIS, and analyze
the DCA from theoretically and technically. The conclusions are given in section 6.
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2. The Danger
D
Th
heory App
proach
The dannger theory,, proposed by
b immunologist Matzin
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o the innatee
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are the onees that induce necrosis and
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o bacterial products. Unlike
U
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that DCs haave the capabbility to combbine signals from
f
both en
ndogenous annd exogenouss sources.
Figure 1 depicts how
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onse accordinng to the DT
T. A cell in distress
d
sendss
out an alarm
m signal, whhereupon anttigens in the neighbor arre captured by
b Antigen P
Presenting Cells
C
(APCs),,
which then present the antigens to lymphocytes. According
gly, the dangger signal esstablishes a danger zonee
around itsellf. Thus B cells producingg antibodies that match an
ntigens withiin the dangerr zone get stiimulated andd
undergo thee activation process.
p
Thoose antibodies do not get stimulated that
t
do not m
match antigen
ns or outsidee
the danger zone.
z

Fig.1. Thee Danger Theory Model

The cenntral idea in the
t DT is thaat the immunee system doees not responnd to non-selff but to dangeer, this is thee
essential diffference to the
t self-nonsself (SNS) pattern.
p
Com
mpared to thee SNS patterrn, the DT approach
a
cann
bring two major
m
benefitts: firstly thee DT approaach does not require the removal of all non-self antigens butt
dangerous ones,
o
and takke immune toolerance to thhose non-selff antigens butt not dangeroous, thereby reducing thee
false positivve; and seconndly the DT approach
a
doees not disting
guish betweeen self and noon-self, but only
o
respondd
to harmful antigen
a
in thee danger zonne presented by
b APCs (bu
ut all antigenns in SNS patttern), thereb
by reduce thee
calculation and improvee detection effficiency.

3. Dendrritic Cell Algorithm
m
3.1. Biollogical Mecchanism of DC
DCs aree white bloood cells, whiich have the capability to
o act in twoo different rooles - as maccrophages inn
peripheral tiissues and orrgans and as a vehicle foor antigen preesentation wiithin the secoondary lymp
phoid organs..
The DCs’ innitial functioon is to colleect debris froom the tissuee inclusive off antigen. Thhe DCs migrrate from thee
tissue and presents
p
any collected
c
debbris as antigeen to T-cells, causing activation immuune response.. In addition,,
the DCs deaal with envirronmental eleements and release
r
of speecific cytokinnes to influennce T cell diifferentiationn
process, in which
w
facilitaate the immuune response of T cells.
There are
a 3 states of DC: imm
mature DC (iDC), semii-mature DC
C (smDC), aand mature DC (mDC)..
Essentially, the DC is a biological anomaly
a
deteector [10] th
hat combines a variety off input signaals, process a
large numbeer of antigens to provide health-relateed environmeental signals for
f T cells annd tissues.
When a DC meets Pathogen-Ass
P
sociated Mollecular Patterrn (PAMP) or
o the dangerr signals from
m dying cellss,
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DC, and secrets IL-12 besides
b
present antigen to the effecctor T-cells..
Conversely,, signals colllected as a reesult of apopptotic death causes
c
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o smDC andd
secrets IL-10. The smDC cannot acttivate T- cellls, but cause presentationn of antigens in a tolerogeenic context,,
vital to the prevention of
o autoimmunnity. When the
t concentraation of IL-112 is higher tthan IL-10, it
i means thatt
the antigenss presented are
a in the abbnormal enviironment, an
nd vice versaa it means noormal. Inflam
mmation cann
affect a DC by acting ass an amplifierr for the poteency of all ad
dditionally reeceived signaals. The smD
DC and mDC
C
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both secret CD80/86, they migrate from the tissue to lymph node and drive the immune response or immune
tolerance of T cells when the concentration higher than the threshold.

3.2. Apply DCs to AIS
DCs have the ability to combine signals from apoptosis, necrosis and PAMPs and to use this information
to instruct the immune system to respond appropriately. As stated in [11], DCs are treated as processors of
both exogenous and endogenous signal processors. Input signals are categorized either as PAMP Signals (PS),
Danger Signals (DS), Safe Signals (SS) or Inflammatory Signals (IS) and represent a concentration of signal.
They are transformed to output concentrations of co-stimulatory molecules (CSM), smDC cytokines (semimature) and mDC (mature) signals. The signal processing function described in Equation 1 is used with the
empirically derived weightings presented in Table 1. This function is used to combine each of the input
signals to derive values for each of the three output concentrations, where C is the input concentration and
W is the weight.
,

,

1

2
(1)
(2)

Where CSM , DS and SS are the current sample of the danger signal, the safe signal, and CSM value.
Table1.Weighting values for the signal processing function based on DC maturation ratios

Signals

CSM

PAMP Signals (PS)
Danger Signals (DS)
Safe Signals (SS)

2
1
2

semimature
0
0
3

mature
2
1
-3

3.3. Design and Implementation of DCA
Greensmith et al. study the physiological function and role of DC and design the DCA based on DC
behavior modeling [10]. The DCA is a population-based algorithm, designed for tackling anomaly-based
detection tasks. It is inspired by functions of natural DCs of the innate immune system, which form part of the
body's first line of defense against invaders.
The DCA correlate the data streams of antigen and different signals (including PAMPs, danger, safe
signals and inflammation), the output information indicates that abnormal level of antigens. The DCA is not a
classification algorithm, which does not indicate whether the abnormal of antigens, but the abnormal degree.
The abnormal degree is express as Mature Context Antigen Value (MCAV) which is the percentage of the
antigens presented in mature context to total antigens as described in Equation 3. By comparison of the value
of MCAV with the threshold to determine whether there is an anomaly. It provides information representing
how anomalous a group of antigens are, not simply if a data item is anomalous or not.
/
(3)
Where o is the count of mDCs, and o is the count of iDCs as well as smDCs.
The signal processing performed in the form of a weighted sum equation, bypassing the modeling of any
biologically realistic gene regulatory network or signal transduction mechanism. In the generic algorithm, the
only crucial component of this procedure is the ability of the end user to map raw input data to one of the four
categories of input signals. The general form of the signal processing equation is shown in equation 4, where
PS , DS , SS are the input signal value of PAMP signals (PS), danger signals (DS) and safe signals (SS),
PS , DS , SS are the related weights, and IS represents the inflammation signal.
1
(4)
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Figure 2 shows the overflow information process of DCA, in which DCA as a classifier to effectively
handle all kinds of input signals come from DCs’ differentiation process.
Begin

Initial parameter of DCA

End
Initial DCs pool

Count all mature DCs and

Randomly pick part of DCs

evaluate all input antigens

to sample current antigens

N
Remove mDC from DCs pool

Is there any new antigen?

Restore smDC to DCs pool
Y

Fig.2. The Algorithm Process of DCA

To illustrate the signal processing capabilities of DCA, Greensmith et al. have designed and implemented
a simple prototype system [10]. They use the standard UCI Wisconsin Breast Cancer data-set, containing 700
items, each with nine normalized attributes. Two experiments are performed using the standard Breast Cancer
machine learning data-set. This data is divided into class 1 (240 items) and class 2 (460 items). Experiment 1
uses data on a class by class basis. Experiment 2 uses 120 data items from class 1, all 460 items of class 2
followed by the remaining 120 items from class 1. Figure 3 shows that the two experiments’ high detection
rate, which indicating that the DCA with anomaly detection capability.

Fig.3. This figure shows the classification of the 700 items. The results for the two different data distributions are
presented. The y-axis represents the degree of maturity, from 0 (semi-mature, class1) to 1 (mature, class 2).

3.4. Development of DCA
Theoretical analysis implied that the DCA was simply an ensemble linear classifier, which contradicted
some of the claims made previously about the manner by which the DCA functions. In response to this, a
large amount of randomness was removed from the algorithm and a simplified version developed, named the
deterministic DCA (dDCA) [12]. This DCA variant is predictable in its use; one can follow a single antigen
element throughout the system, and given a priori knowledge of the signals used and the antigen's relative
position to all other antigen it is possible to predict its classification.
Recently a series of improvements to the original DCA have been made, to respond to some of the
criticisms. Firstly, a formal definition of the DCA is given to avoid the potential ambiguities of the algorithm
[13]. Secondly, an online analysis component based segmentation approaches is introduced to enable periodic
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and continuous analysis [14]. Thirdly, automated data preprocessing methods based on dimensionality
reduction and statistical inference techniques for automated signal selection and categorization [15].

4. Applications of DCA for Intrusion Detection
The DCA has been successfully applied to numerous computer security related, more specific, intrusion
detection problems, including port scan detection [10, 16], botnet detection [17], a classifier for robot security
[18], and malicious behavior detection in wireless sensor networks [19]. According to the results, the DCA
has shown not only good performance in terms of detection rate, but also the ability to reduce the rate of false
alarms in comparison to other systems.

4.1. Apply DCA to Port Scan Detection
Port scanning is closely related to the attacks of worms and botnets, it will be effectively to prevent later
more serious attacks on the early detection of port scan detection. Greensmith et al. use DCA for the detection
of port scan, including ICMP scan detection [10] and SYN scan detection [16].
To illustrate the anomaly detection of DCA in ICMP port scanning, Greensmith et al. used different
combination of signals and conversion coefficient carry out 4 different experiments, which using nmap tool to
produce ICMP scans [10]. The results showed that the algorithm could achieve 100% classification accuracy
when appropriate thresholds are used.
The DCA was later on applied to SYN scan detection where the collected dataset consists of over five
million data instances [16]. The detection scenario was that the SYN scan was launched from a victim
machine, where the DCA is used to monitor the behaviors of the victim. The algorithm produced high true
positive rate and low false positive rate, and each experiment could be finished within acceptable time despite
the large quantity of data.

4.2. Apply DCA to Botnet Detection
Use either SI (MKS) or CGS as primary units. (SI The DCA was also applied to Botnet detection [17].
Botnets are decentralised and distributed networks of subverted machines, controlled by a central commander,
namely “botmaster”. A single bot is a malicious piece of program that can transfer victim machines into
zombie machines once installed. This work demonstrated the application of the DCA to the detection of a
single bot, to assess its performance on this novel problem area. The results indicated that the DCA was able
to distinguish the bot from the normal processes on a host machine.

4.3. Apply DCA to Classifier for Robot Security
The DCA is suitable for time-related data processing, then be used as a classifier for robot [18]. The
results indicated that the algorithm performed classification very well without any regulation or training. The
author also gave the proposal that how to extend the algorithm to as a classifier for robotic security area.

4.4. Apply DCA to Malicious Behavior Detection in Wireless Sensor Network
Based on the similarity of wireless sensor network and DCs’ biological mechanisms, the DCA is used to
detect the malicious behavior in wireless sensor network [19]. Based on the analysis of the Interest Cache
Poisoning attack, Kim proposed a DCA-based attack detection system architecture and defined the signals as
well as the antigens. Unfortunately, it is not convincing that the author just gave the application framework
but lack of experiments or simulation, even so, which still shows a good sense of the DCA in the wireless
sensor network security.
In summary, the DCA has shown reasonable detection accuracy in the past applications, and it has the
advantage of not having a training phase shortening the application process and low weight in computation
improving detection speed.

5. Comparison and Problems of DCA
5.1. Compare DCA with Other Methods
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By comparison with other similar methods, we can better to find the characteristics, advantages and
disadvantages of DCA. In [20] it is compared the different DCA with real value NSA and C4.5 decision tree
by use of standard KDD 99 data-set. The result indicated that the DCA is more suitable to the data-set in
classification. In [21] it is compared the performance of the DCA and of a Self-Organizing Map (SOM) when
applied to the detection of SYN port scans, through experimental analysis. Two constructed data sets are
produced for this purpose consisting of 13 million data items to classify. It is shown that the results of the two
systems are comparable, with the DCA producing a significantly improved performance at detecting the
anomalous. It is shown that the DCA can be a competitive intrusion detection algorithm.
The applications of the DCA also indicate the strengths of the algorithm as follows: firstly, the DCA does
not require a training phase and the knowledge of normality and anomaly is acquired through basic statistical
analysis, so the applications may be less time consuming than other supervised learning algorithms; secondly,
the DCA performs linear calculations for its computation, making the system low weight and ideally for
intrusion detection tasks. Both strengths make the DCA a suitable candidate for intrusion detection tasks,
which mainly require high detection speed.

5.2. Problems of DCA
Much of the work regarding the development of the DCA is still in progress. For example, only static
segment sizes applied and tested for the online analysis component of the DCA, more adaptive mechanisms
where segment size varies according the situations encountered during detection should be investigated.
Additionally, only preliminary work has been performed for the automated data preprocessing of the DCA,
more techniques of feature selection and feature extraction and more appropriate mechanisms for signal
categorization should be evaluated.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we review the DCA which combines inspiration from the immune system with principles of
information fusion to produce an effective anomaly detection technique. On the other hand, the DCA is a new
development in artificial immune systems, and as yet has not been extensively tested. Currently, the
fundamental study of computational complexity and parameter sensitivity of DCA is not sufficient yet. In the
future, the DCA research may emphasized on the following facets:
1) Thorough investigate the immune mechanism of DCs. In order to construct more efficient algorithm, it
is needed in-deep understanding of the immune mechanism. Experience has shown that the discovery of the
new mechanism will promote the production of the new algorithm.
2) The mathematical analysis of DCA. The mathematical analysis is a general method for algorithm
optimization. By use of common mathematical methods analyze the algorithm and form a rigorous theoretical
system, which can provide an effective reference for practical applications.
3) The development of more applications. Applications not only reflect the value of algorithms, but also is
the standard to test the merits of algorithms. Although the DCA has been applied in many fields, but these
applications are relatively simple, mostly concentrated in the security field, and there is a big gap between the
practical engineering application. Therefore, we need more practical applications in the validation of DCA to
find the algorithm deficiencies and make improvements.
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